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When saccharides such as glucose, sucrose, and starch are
hydrothermally treated at 160-200 °C, carbonaceous spheres with
smooth surfaces and tunable sizes in the nano- to micrometer range
are formed.1,2 The saccharide molecules undergo dehydration and
subsequent aromatization during the preparation, resulting in
carbonaceous spheres featuring a hydrophobic core and a hydro-
philic shell abundant in OH and CdO groups.1 Templating these
carbonaceous spheres or coupling with their formation process
enables the synthesis of a variety of core-shell materials with
diversified structures.1,3,4 However, the synthesis of metal oxide-C
hybrid materials with metal oxide nanocrystals encapsulated and
highly dispersed in the carbonaceous spheres, which may find
important applications in the development of high-performance
sensors, adsorbents, and catalysts, remains a great challenge.

Since (i) iron nitrate can be transformed to iron oxide during
the hydrothermal treatment,5 (ii) iron oxide nanoparticles are
expected to be more reluctant than metal nanoparticles to form large
aggregates because metal oxides are covalently rather than metal-
lically bonded, and (iii) iron oxide nanoparticles may tend to bind
with the surface functional groups on carbon colloids derived from
glucose through the Coulombic interaction,6 we designed a one-
pot hydrothermal cohydrolysis-carbonization process using glucose
and iron nitrate as starting materials and succeeded in the fabrication
of carbonaceous spheres embedded with highly dispersed iron oxide
nanoparticles (designated as FexOy@C). Because of the confinement
of the carbonaceous matter on metal oxide nanoparticles, materials
with this interesting structure are promising functional materials
in applications where the size of nanoparticles is crucial for their
electronic, optical, and catalytic performance,7 including the
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS) investigated here.8,9

Figure 1 presents scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
of FexOy@C spheres with an iron nitrate/glucose nominal molar
ratio of 3/5 (based on carbon) prepared by hydrothermal treatment
at 80 °C for 24 h. The as-prepared sample contains particles with
perfect spherical shape, a narrow size distribution of ∼6 µm, and
a smooth surface. In contrast, no carbonaceous spheres were
observed below 140 °C in the absence of iron nitrate.1 The drastic
reduction in the hydrothermal temperature is attributed to the ability
of the metal salt or metal oxide to catalyze the dehydration of
saccharides.10 In fact, iron nitrate is so efficient in catalyzing the
carbonization of glucose that FexOy@C spheres emerged after as
little as 2 h of hydrothermal treatment at 80 °C. The SEM image
of crushed FexOy@C spheres (Figure 1d) reveals the solid rather
than hollow interior. Moreover, the layered structure disclosed in
Figure 1d implies a layer-by-layer (LBL) growth mode during the
formation of the FexOy@C spheres.

In order to unveil the microstructure of the FexOy@C spheres,
the sample was ground and characterized by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). The images in Figure 2a-c show that the
FexOy@C spheres are constructed of nanorods with a small length-
to-diameter aspect ratio of ∼3 that are interconnected in three
dimensions. The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of one
nanorod is shown in Figure 2d, which demonstrates the homoge-
neous distribution of darker nanoparticles with diameter of ∼1 nm
in a matrix with a lower contrast. Since energy-dispersive X-ray
(EDX) analysis confirmed the coexistence of iron and carbon in
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Figure 1. (a-c) SEM images of the FexOy@C spheres at different
magnifications. (d) SEM image of a crushed FexOy@C sphere.

Figure 2. (a-c) TEM images of ground FexOy@C spheres at different
magnifications, showing cross-linked nanorods inside. (d) HRTEM image
of one carbonaceous nanorod embedded with iron oxide nanoparticles.
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the sample and the electron density of iron is higher than that of
carbon, the nanoparticles in Figure 2d are related to iron while the
matrix is ascribed to the carbonaceous matter. Because the iron
species are too small for the phase composition to be ascertained
by TEM or X-ray diffraction, the 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum of the
sample was acquired (Figure 3a). The spectrum can be resolved
into two quadrupole doublets, one with isomer shift (IS) and
quadrupole splitting (QS) values of 1.21 mm s-1 and 1.81 mm
s-1, respectively, and the other with IS ) 0.38 mm s-1 and QS )
0.91 mm s-1. The former is ascribable to a high-spin Fe(II) center
in an oxygen-rich coordination environment and the latter to a high-
spin Fe(III) center.11 This ascription was further validated by X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS), from which the Fe K-edge energy
of the FexOy@C spheres (7121.3 eV) was found to be between those
of FeO and Fe3O4 and far from those of Fe foil and Fe2O3 (Figure
S1 and Table S1 in the Supporting Information). The areas under
the fitted curves in Figure 3a gave an estimated value of 0.811:
0.189 for the Fe(II)/Fe(III) atomic ratio.

On the basis of these characterizations, the formation process of
the FexOy@C spheres with FexOy nanoparticles embedded in the
carbonaceous matrix is illustrated in Scheme 1. We postulate that
iron nitrate catalyzes the dehydration of glucose at the initial stage
of the synthesis, leading to small carbonaceous colloids with a low
degree of polymerization. Meanwhile, iron nitrate is transformed
to FeOOH under the hydrothermal conditions5 and further reduced
to FexOy by hydrogen released from the carbonization process.12

The FexOy nanoparticles then combine with small carbonaceous
colloids through Coulombic interactions with the surface functional
groups (i.e., OH and CdO) and condense to form FexOy-in-C
nanorods, which are self-assembled to FexOy@C spheres via further
intermolecular dehydration of the surface functional groups fol-
lowing the LBL mechanism. The homogeneous distribution of the
FexOy nanoparticles in the carbonaceous spheres as revealed by
HRTEM strongly indicates the good coupling between the formation
of FexOy nanoparticles and the formation of small carbonaceous
colloids; otherwise, isolated iron oxide particles and carbonaceous
spheres or iron oxide-carbon core-shell spheres would be
expected.

Since FexOy nanoparticles are formed and encapsulated during
the formation of the carbonaceous spheres, the loading of iron oxide
is substantially higher than that prepared by other methods utilizing
only the surface OH and CdO functionalities of the carbonaceous
spheres. It was determined by chemical analysis that the loading
of iron oxide calculated in terms of Fe2O3 could be as high as 22
wt % for the FexOy@C spheres, with a nominal iron nitrate/C ratio
of 3:5. This is much higher than the loading of∼1 wt % in the iron
oxide shell-carbon core spheres prepared following the procedure
proposed by Titirici et al.3d In addition, the Fe2O3 loading in the
spheres prepared by our method is readily adjustable. By changing
the initial nominal iron nitrate/C ratio to 1:5, we were able to
synthesize FexOy@C spheres with an Fe2O3 loading of 7.4 wt %.
Moreover, it is worthy of note that the carbon source is not limited
to glucose in this approach. FexOy@C spheres identical to those
described above were successfully synthesized from fructose and
sucrose as carbon sources (Figure S2). Moreover, changing the
metal source to cobalt nitrate and nickel nitrate also led to CoxOy@C
and NixOy@C spheres, respectively (Figure S3), demonstrating the
generality of this approach for the synthesis of metal oxide@C
composite materials with this unique microstructure. The occurrence
of larger cobalt oxide and nickel oxide nanoparticles in Figure S3
may be associated with the higher hydrothermal temperature of 180
°C for the synthesis of these materials.

The peculiar microstructure makes the as-prepared metal oxide@C
spheres very attractive in the fields of electronics, optics, electro-
chemistry, and catalysis, where the effects are usually size-
dependent. Here we invoked the FTS reaction to validate the
effectiveness of the confinement of carbonaceous matter on the
encapsulated FexOy nanoparticles. The FTS reaction is the key
industrial process for the production of ultraclean transportation
fuels, chemicals, and other hydrocarbons from synthesis gas derived
from coal, natural gas, or biomass. It has been reported that the
particle size of the iron-based catalysts has profound effects on the
FTS activity and selectivity.8

Prior to the FTS reaction, the FexOy@C spheres were activated
in 5% H2/Ar at 400 °C for 16 h. Because of the further carbonization
of the carbonaceous spheres at higher temperatures, the reduced
spheres experienced a slight contraction to a size of ∼5 µm.
However, the spherical contour remained unaltered (Figure S4).
The particle size of the iron species inside the carbonaceous spheres
increased to ∼7 nm (Figure S5a) as a result of the transformation
of FexOy to iron carbides (θ-Fe3C and �-Fe2.5C) (Figure 3b,c and
Table S2).13 Moreover, because of the further gasification of the
carbonaceous matter during the activation process (Figure S6), the
porosity of the reduced FexOy@C spheres was increased (Table S3),
ensuring better accessibility of the embedded iron species to the
reactants. Figure 4 presents the FTS results over the reduced
FexOy@C spheres. The CO conversion was 86% initially and then
decreased to 76% after 70 h on stream, with no further change
observed over prolonged reaction times. For comparison, CO

Figure 3. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of (a) the as-prepared FexOy@C spheres,
recorded at 25 °C; (b) FexOy@C spheres reduced by 5% H2/Ar at 400 °C
for 16 h, recorded at 25 °C; and (c) sample (b), recorded at -258 °C. The
computer fits are shown as solid lines.

Scheme 1. Illustration of the Formation Process of the FexOy@C
Spheresa

a (a) Aqueous solution containing glucose and iron nitrate. (b) Carbon-
aceous colloids (black dots) and iron oxide nanoparticles (red dots) generated
at the initial stage of the hydrothermal treatment. (c) Carbonaceous nanorods
with embedded iron oxide nanoparticles. (d) Large aggregate from further
polymerization of the nanorods. (e) FexOy@C sphere with iron oxide
nanoparticles highly dispersed inside.
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conversion on the carbon nanotube-supported iron catalyst dropped
much faster (from 45 to 15%) within 50 h of testing, even at a
reaction temperature 50 °C lower than the present case.14 The
normalized activity per gram of Fe for the reduced FexOy@C
spheres is comparable to those of literature iron catalysts (Table
S4), which is additional evidence for the accessibility of the iron
species in the reduced FexOy@C spheres to the reactants. Moreover,
the selectivities toward olefin and long-chain hydrocarbons
(C5-C20) were high when the reduced FexOy@C spheres were used
as the FTS catalyst and did not undergo significant changes during
the whole reaction period (Figure S7). In particular, the C5-12

fraction amounted to 40% in the products, and this is better than
the values reported to date for iron catalysts without promotion,
including the Fe-in-CNT, Fe-out-CNT, and Fe/activated carbon
catalysts.8d,15

The high stability of the reduced FexOy@C spheres in the FTS
reaction is compatible with the TEM observations that the particle
size of the iron species was only slightly enlarged from ∼7 to ∼9
nm after 108 h on stream (Figure S5b), which indicates a
confinement effect of the carbonaceous matter on the sintering of
the iron carbide nanoparticles during the FTS reaction. On the other
hand, the excellent selectivity to C5+ hydrocarbons can be attributed
to the presence of more iron carbides in the reduced FexOy@C
spheres due to the improved reaction between nanosized FexOy and
the surrounding carbonaceous matter according to the thermody-
namic stability of iron carbide, which is beneficial for the production
of long-chain hydrocarbons.17 As shown in Table S2, the iron
carbides account for more than 88% of the total amount of iron
species in the reduced FexOy@C spheres. Although a direct
correlation was not intended by Chen et al.,15b they also identified
that the Fe-in-CNT catalyst, which had a higher FexCy/FeO ratio
than the Fe-out-CNT catalyst, exhibited a higher selectivity to C5+

hydrocarbons.
In summary, we have demonstrated a facile and efficient one-

pot route for the fabrication of FexOy@C spheres embedded with
highly dispersed iron oxide nanoparticles by hydrothermal treatment
of a glucose solution containing iron nitrate at a mild temperature.
The catalytic study revealed the remarkable stability and selectivity
of the reduced FexOy@C spheres in the FTS reaction, which clearly
exemplifies the confinement effect of the carbonaceous matter on
the embedded nanoparticles imparted by the unique microstructure.
The surrounding carbonaceous matter facilitated the formation of
iron carbides during H2 activation, which is beneficial for the
formation of C5+ hydrocarbons, and restricted the aggregation of
the iron carbide nanoparticles during the activation and reaction
processes. This preparation route is also applicable to a range of
other naturally occurring saccharides and metal nitrates. Moreover,

by properly tailoring the surface properties of the nanoparticles,
this strategy may be extended to the synthesis of other metal
oxide@C, metal@C, and zeolite@C materials with this interesting
microstructure, which may find important applications as catalysts,
adsorbents, sensors, electrodes, and advanced electronic materials
in many scientific disciplines.
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Figure 4. FTS performance over the reduced FexOy@C spheres. (a)
Conversions of CO and H2 vs time on stream. (b) Hydrocarbon selectivities
at 108 h on stream.16
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